Vaccine Redistribution Guidance

Dear healthcare provider,

Thank you for your enrollment and participation in the California COVID Vaccination Program. You are a valued partner in this unprecedented vaccination campaign, which will start as soon as vaccine begins to arrive in our state.

Starting with this communication, and over the next few weeks, we are going to be sharing guidance and resources with your organization as information becomes available and vaccines receive Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) approval. Please share this information with those involved in the planning and implementation of COVID-19 vaccination in your organization in order to be prepared to receive, manage and administer COVID-19 vaccines. We recognize that there is a lot of new information that will be coming your way, and incredible efforts will be needed to stand up and coordinate this vaccination efforts within your organizations and our communities.

Please refer to key guidance included in this communication. ACTION may be required if your organization is planning on redistributing COVID-19 Vaccines from your ship-to locations to other locations.

- Redistribution Guidance
- Redistribution Agreement – Before You Apply
- Redistribution Vaccine Management Plan
- Redistributing Vaccines Job Aid

If you have any questions email covidcallcenter@cdph.ca.gov